**Fabrics**

A -- LH 14028 Multi
Vertical repeat --
Cut by Eye
(approx. 2 3/4 yard)

B -- LH 14030 WOW
3/8 yard

C -- LH 14023 Peri
12 scallops --
Cut by Eye
(approx. 1 1/3 yard)

D -- LH 14029 Peri
3/8 yard

**Symbols & Terms**

- **Rough Cut Line**
- **Cut Line**
- **Sew Line**
- **Center Line**

**Width of Fabric** ← WOF →

**Length of Grain** ← LOG →

Look Carefully

Use a 1/4" seam allowance unless stated otherwise. Please do not pre-wash the fabrics for this project.

---

**Flower Pot Runner**

A Free Pattern

for personal use only

**Design by Holly Holderman**

[www.lakehousedrygoods.com](http://www.lakehousedrygoods.com)

**LakeHouse Dry Goods**

© Holly Holderman All Rights Reserved
**Fabric A**

- A -- 7 @ 6-1/4"w x 10-1/4"h
- Flower Pot Center
- C1 - CL equal
- Fussy Cut

**Fabric B**

- 2 -- B1 @ 1-1/2" x WOF
- 1 -- B2 @ 1-3/4" (+/-) x WOF

**Fabric C**

- 2 each -- C1-a & C1-b, C2-a & C2-b
- SAVE
- Find the Center Line
- CL -- 21-5/8" x C2-b

---

Fussing Cut

---
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Scallop Borders

C2-b

2 each -- C1-a & C1-b @ 7” squares

Close Up View of Left Scallop Border

A Free Pattern

Find the Center Line
Fabric D

4 -- D @ 2-1/2” x WOF

Finished size (including binding): 50-3/4” w x 19-3/4” h

Quilt Assembly Tips

Start with the center section of the Runner.
Fussy Cut Fabric A pieces. Stitch Flower Pots together as shown in diagram.
Fabric B: Cut the B1 strips & sew to the top & bottom of the Flower Pots, & trim ends.
Use the Fabric C diagram to Rough Cut the Scallop strips & corner pieces.
Fussy Cut the C2-b strips.
Cut the B2 strips to fit.

*Note: If quarter inch seams are sewn perfectly, your B2 strip will be 1-3/4” wide x WOF.

If not, adjust the width of your B2 strips. Remember to include 1/2” for your seam allowances.
The intent is to make the overall width of the Center Flower Pot Unit match the length of the C2-b Scallop Borders.
Sew the B2 strips to the left & right sides of the Flower Pot unit & trim short ends.

Sew the C2-b Scallop strips to the top & bottom of center unit & set aside.
Follow the diagram on page 3a & pin the C1 Corner pieces to each end of the two C2-a Scallop strips.
Match at the scallops & sew together.
Pin the left & right Corner/Scallop Borders to the center unit, matching seams carefully.
Sew these last two side border units into place.
** Measure & mark 1-3/4” out on all sides from the scallop edges.
Make sure that your lines are true & square (scallop border finish width is 3-1/2”).
Carefully trim away the excess white background fabric at the edge.
Quilt As Desired.
Bind with D Strips.

Enjoy!
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